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Abstract
We study the impact of spatial confinement on the dynamics of three-dimensional (3D) excitation
vortices with circular filaments. In a chemically activemediumwe observe a decreased contraction
rate of such scroll rings and even expanding ones, despite their positive filament tension. All
experimentally observed regimes of spatially confined scroll ring evolution are reproduced by full 3D
numerical integration of the underlying reaction–diffusion equations. Additionally, we propose a
kinematicalmodel that takes into account the interaction of the scroll ringwith a no-flux boundary.
Its predictions agree quantitatively with data obtained from simulations of the reaction–diffusion
model.

1. Introduction

Confinement effects attract interest acrossmany areas of physics as they generate awealth of non-intuitive
phenomena.Onewidely studied example is driven Brownianmotion in spatial confinement, which exhibits
intriguing features such as suppressed diffusion resulting in a violation of the Einstein fluctuation–dissipation
relation [1] and hydrodynamically enforced entropic trapping of Brownian particles [2–4]. Phase separation in
porousmaterials leads to layering, freezing, wetting and other phase transitions not found in the bulk system,
given that the pore size is on the order of the range of the forces between the confinedmolecules [5]. Further
examples include the efficacy of insect flight [6], vortex-related phenomena such as the onset of turbulence [7]
andmany others.

Vortex structures exist also in excitable systems including chemical reaction–diffusionmedia and social
waves in honey bee hives [8–10]. Confinement effects in excitablemedia gained interest, because important
examples, such as widely studiedmulticellular organisms [11, 12] and the humanheart [13], measure atmost a
few vortex wavelengths. Vortices in two-dimensional (2D) excitable systems are rotating spiral waves and exist
only above aminimal system size [14, 15]. Their interactionwith a no-flux (Neumann) boundary induces a drift
of the spiral tip along thewall inwhich the tip-wall distance is a system-specific value below the pattern
wavelength [16–18]. Three-dimensional (3D) generalizations of rotating excitationwaves were discovered by
Winfree [19], which he termed scroll waves. They organize around a one-dimensional phase singularity called
filament. In the limit of small curvature and twist, the local speed of thesefilaments is proportional to their local
curvature [20–23]. In the case of a positive filament tensionα, the circular filament of a scroll ring contracts
according to a simple square root law [21]. The vortex annihilates in afinite time R 20

2 ( )a whereR0 is the initial
filament radius.

For negativeα, scroll waves undergo the negative line tension instability that eventually results in a spatio-
temporally irregular regime called vortex orWinfree turbulence [20, 24]. This case will not be considered here.
We emphasize, however, that confinement can suppress the negative line tension instability of a scroll ring and
give rise to the formation of an autonomous boundary-stabilized 3Dpacemaker [25].

Experimental and numerical studies on the formation and evolution of free scroll waves and rings have been
reported for example in [9, 26–30]. However, the behavior of vortices with positive filament tension near planar
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no-flux boundaries has never been studied experimentally. To this endwe study the evolution of scroll rings in
thin layers of the ferroin-catalyzed Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction (figure 1), [9, 31–33].We demonstrate
experimental evidence that spatial confinement leads to qualitatively new ring dynamics unobtainable in an
unboundedmedium (section 2). The experimental observations are reproduced in full 3Dnumerical
simulations of the underlying Rovinsky–Aliev reaction–diffusionmodel [34, 35] (section 3).

Finally we propose a kinematic approach that takes into account the interaction of the scroll ringwith a no-
flux boundary. The predictions of the kinematicalmodel for the ring dynamics in a phase plane spanned by the
filament radius and the distance between filament plane and boundary are in quantitative agreementwith data
obtained from3Dnumerical simulations of the reaction–diffusionmodel (section 4).

2. Experiments

The reaction takes place in a sealed Petri dish (figure 2). Thismeasure prevents external oxygen fromaffecting
the reaction [36]. Throughout all experiments the same initial reactant concentrations are used:
[H2SO4]= 0.16 M, [NaBrO3]= 0.04 M, [malonic acid]= 0.04 Mand [Fe(phen)3SO4]= 0.5 mM.The BZ
medium consists of a bottom gel layer (agarose 0.8 %weight/volume) and a top liquid layer. Both layers are
prepared from the same concentrations. For these conditions the filament tension of an unbounded scroll ring
was previously determined to be asα= 1.4×10−5 cm2 s−1. Curvature-induced filamentmotion in binormal
directionwas shown to be vanishingly small [33]. The totalmediumheight is varied in different experiments
between 5.2 and 8.0 mm.The spatial extension in the horizontal direction is bounded by the Petri dish diameter
(90 mm). Top and bottomboundaries are planar, parallel plexiglass surfaces.

To initiate the scroll ring, we introduce a thinwire of pure silver (99.9%) at the interface of the two layers for
about 20 s (figure 2(a)). This decreases the local concentration of inhibitory bromide ions in the direct vicinity of
thewire tip. As soon as the developing spherical wave reaches a certain size (figure 2(b)), the system is strongly
agitated to spatially homogenize the liquid top layer (figure 2(c)). After the fluid comes to rest again, the

Figure 1. Schematic view of the scroll ring (filament shown in red) confined to a cylindrical disk consisting of a gel bottom layer (height
h1) covered by a liquid top layer (depth h2).

Figure 2. Illustration of scroll ring initiation in the bipartitemedium. (a)A silver wire induces a spherical wave, after which thewire is
removed. (b), (c)As soon as the nucleatedwave has grown to a certain size, themedium is shaken strongly, erasing thewave in the
upper liquid part (bright). (d)The open ends grow out of the lower gel part (dark), curl in and form a planar scroll ring.
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unperturbed gel-bound part of thewave extends into it and starts to curl in, thereby nucleating the scroll ring as
depicted infigure 2(d)). All scroll rings are initialized in sufficient distance ( 30 mm> ) from the lateral
boundaries to exclude their influence.

A charged coupled device cameramounted over the system records transmission image sequences.
Grayscale values in the recorded images are proportional to the light transmission integrated across the total
height of the activemedium [37]. The faint contrast between the blue excited zone and the red refractory wake
(corresponding to the oxidized and reduced state of the catalyst, respectively) is enhanced using an additive
dichroicfilter.

After the experiment, the series of transmission images is reduced to a space time plot by extracting pixels
along a line that passes through the center of the circular scroll ring.We developed a code that reconstructs the
filament location from the plots based on amethod presented in [38]. Eachwavefront originating from the
filament is identified using a gradient filter and fitted by a linear function. The intersection points of extrapolated
fits from a pair of subsequent outward and inward travelingwaves allow for a localization of the filament
(figure 4). From these data, we can extract the time evolution of the filament radius (figure 5) and the life time of
the scroll ring.

Our experiments reveal that the close vicinity of a no-flux boundary can strongly delay the contraction of the
filament loop. The scroll ring onfigure 4(c) lives longer than the ring shown infigure 4(a) even though its initial
radius is smaller.While the larger ring (full circles infigure 5) follows the known square root contraction for the
radius [21], themore enduring scroll ring (triangles) decreases slowly in the early stages. Even though the later
stages feature a faster decrease, the contraction rate is still below its larger counterpart. This example clearly
violates the linear lifetime dependency onR0

2.
Under stronger spatial confinement we even observe persistent, almost stationary scroll rings (figure 4(d)).

In the beginning of the experiment, the ring slightly grows in size until it reaches amaximumafter about an
hour. Then a nearly vanishing contraction ensues. Over the course of the experiment, the ring lasted for 51
periods and did not collapse.

Moreover, despite of positive filament tension, ring contraction can be superseded by expansion
(figure 4(e)). For this example, we choose a small ring in a very thinmediumof height 5.25 mm. In contrast to all
other cases, this ring expands during the complete experiment and reaches a larger size than of any other ring.
Notice the nearly linear increase ofR2 (open squares) for the experimental conditions also shown infigure 4(e).
The corresponding increase inR equals about 40%over 3.5 h (figures 4(f), (g)). Eventually the ring breaks apart
due to interactionwithCO2 bubbles. These localized inhomogeneities are a product of the BZ reaction and grow
in number aswell as size over the course of an experiment.

Conversely, the life time of the scroll ring can be drastically reduced by sudden annihilation of thefilament
with a nearby boundary (figure 4(b)). Instead of an expected lifetime of 3.5 h the ring disappears after 15 min.

3.Numerical simulations based on theAliev–Rovinskymodel

Our experimental results suggest that the interaction of the scroll ringwith a confining no-flux boundary is
responsible for the observedmodifications in the scroll ring dynamics as compared to the spatially unbounded
case. In support of this hypothesis, nowwe study the interaction of a planar scroll ringwith a no-flux boundary
numerically. To this endwe solve the two-component reaction–diffusionmodel that was developed byAliev and
Rovinsky especially for the ferroin-catalyzed BZ reaction based on the FKN-mechanism [39]. Themodel is given
by the equations

Figure 3.Computer-assisted localization of the filament loop. Each outward and inward travelingwave is identified andfittedwith a
linear function. The intersection points (yellow) of extrapolated subsequent fits allow for determination of thefilament location (red
dots here and red lines infigure 4). In this example the contraction rate of thefilament is vanishingly small.
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Here u and v are proportional to the concentrations of bromous acid and ferriin, respectively.We calculated the
values for the parameters a b q, , , andμ fromour recipe concentrations, diffusion coefficientsDu andDv are

Figure 4.Experimentally observed scenarios for the evolution of the scroll ring. Panels (a)–(e) display space–time plots extracted from
a sequence of recorded transmission images with thefilament position overlaid in red. The vertical space axis and the horizontal time
axis span 2.3 cmand (a) 3 h, (b) 50 min, (c)–(e) 4 h. The plots are obtained from experiments with h1 and h2 (defined in figure 1) equal
4 mmand 4 mm (a), 3 mmand 4 mm (b), 4 mmand 3 mm (c), 4 mmand 2.5 mm (d), 4 mmand 1.25 mm (e)–(g), respectively. (f)
and (g): two snapshots demonstrating the expansion of thefilament loop over the course of 3 h. Thewhite bar corresponds to 5 mm.

Figure 5. Squared filament radius plotted versus time. The data are obtained from space–time plots in figure 4.Open circles:
annihilation of the scroll ring (figure 4(b)) after collisionwith the bottomboundary. Full circles: contracting free scroll ring
(figure 4(a)) outside the interaction rangewith the layer boundaries. Note, thatR2 decreases almost linearly with time. Triangles:
collapsing scroll ring (figure 4(c))with significantly increased life time as compared to (figure 4(a)). Full squares: scroll ring
(figure 4(d)) contracting at a vanishingly small rate. Open squares: expanding scroll ring (figure 4(e)). Error bars result from the spatial
ambiguity in thefilament location.
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the same as in [35, 40]. From2D simulations of a free spiral wave, we obtain thewavelength 0.56 cmsiml = and
the rotation period T 372 ssim = . The corresponding values in the experiment agree verywell: 0.58 cmexpl =
andT 390 sexp = .

Our full 3D simulations are performed inCartesian coordinates. Furthermore we used parallelized forward
Euler integrationwith a time step of dτ= 0.05 and a seven-point Laplacian stencil with dx= 0.001. Lateral
boundaries were at least twowavelengths away from thefilament to ensure that their influencewas negligible.
Thefilament is determined as the set of points which form the intersection of two level sets of the activator
variable u from subsequent time steps.

The initiation of the scroll ringmimics the experimental procedure described infigure 2. The scroll rings
interact with the bottomno-flux boundary. In simulationswith a large cubical grid of edge length 6 siml wefind

unperturbed scroll rings contracting according to thewell-known square root dependence R t R t20
2( ) a= -

predicted byKeener et al [21]. From a linear fit ofR2 versus timewe obtain for the filament tension
T0.024sim sim

2
sim

1a l= - , which is in very good agreement with the experimentallymeasured value
T0.026exp exp

2
exp

1a l= - .
The results of our numerical simulations of the Aliev–Rovinsky equations are summarized infigure 6, where

we have plotted trajectories in theR–z-planewithR(t) and z(t) denoting the radius of the filament and the
distance of the filament plane from the confining boundary, respectively. Depending on the initial conditions
R R t 00 ( )= = and z z t 00 ( )= = we find different scenarios for the evolution of the scroll ring. Solutions that
show remarkable similarity to regimes observed experimentally are labelled A to E to facilitate the comparison
between experimental (figure 4) and numerical (figure 6) results.

4. Kinematical approach

In an unboundedmedium scroll rings are non-stationary objects. Their radius,R(t), shrinks or expands with
time depending onwhether the filament tensionα is positive or negative, respectively. Simultaneously, an
axisymmetric scroll ring in general drifts along its symmetry axis, z(t). For not too smallfilament curvature R1
the time evolution ofR and z is given by [20, 21, 23]

R t R

z t R

d d ,

d d . 2( )
a

b
=-
=

Figure 6. (a)Numerically calculated evolution of scroll rings interactingwith a no-flux boundary at z = 0 in the parameter plane
spanned by the distance from the boundary z and thefilament radiusR. Different initial conditions are labelled by black dots. The
black dotted and black continuous curves are the nullclines R 0˙ = and z 0˙ = of (3a), respectively. Letters A–E correspond to
experimentally observed regimes of ring evolution shown infigure 1. The trajectories of the filament center (thin red lines) calculated
from the extended kinematicalmodel (section 4 below) are in quantitative agreement with 3Dnumerical simulations of the BZmodel
(thin blue lines). (b) Space–time plot of the persistent ring of caseD. Even though it is a transient, the ring configuration appears
stationary during the initial 40 periods. Parameter values of the BZmodel (1): ò = 0.47, a = 0.018, b = 0.00039,μ = 0.00051, q = 0.5,
and D D 2 10 cm su v

5 2 1= = ´ - - . Kinematical parameters (3a):α = 0.024 andβ = −0.0004.
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In this sectionwe propose an extension of these kinematical equations to account, first, for the interaction of
thewave fronts with a single confining no-flux boundary and, second, for the intrinsic interaction betweenwave
fronts forming the ringwhich becomes important at small radii.

In 2Dmedia, the interaction of a spiral wavewith a no-flux boundary has been studied extensively both
experimentally and theoretically [16, 41–44]. For a spiral wave a no-flux boundary acts effectively as a resonant
periodic perturbation that causes a drift of the spiral core provided the latter is close enough to the boundary. In
general the interaction range is smaller than the spiral wavelength, because several wave fronts between spiral
core and boundary shield the core region from the perturbing boundary.

Already in 2D, the dependence of the transversal and longitudinal components of the drift velocityfield on the
distance of the core centre to the boundary z is difficult tomeasure experimentally. Therefore,we calculated the
components of the drift velocityfield from2Dnumerical simulations of theAliev–Rovinskymodel of the ferroin
catalyzedBZwhichwas already used for the full 3D simulations. Figure 7 displays bothdrift velocity components
c z2D ( )^ and c z2D ( ) in units of thewavelength, siml , and rotationperiod,Tsim, of theunperturbed spiral wave for

different distances z of thefilament plane to the no-fluxboundary. The normal velocity component c z2D ( )^ has
roots at z z 0.28rep siml= = (dashed line infigure 7(b)) and z z 0.82att siml= = . zrep defines a critical distance
separating spiralwaves thatfinally annihilatewith theboundary from those attracted into a stable regimeof
constant drift parallel to theboundary at distance zatt. Note that for the chosen parameters, thedrift velocity at
distances comparable to zatt is already extremely small. This behavior is expected due to the knownexponential
decay of the interaction strength between a spiralwave and ano-fluxboundary [43, 44].

Figure 7.Drift of a 2D rigidly rotating spiral wave interactingwith a planar no-flux boundary along the x-axis. (a)Transversal (orange)
and longitudinal (blue) component of the velocity field of boundary-induced spiral drift. Zero-crossings of the transversal drift
velocity component at z z 0.28rep sim≕ l= and z z 0.82att sim≕ l= (inset) correspond to repelling and attracting distances from
the boundary. (b)Nonlinearly scaled gray arrows visualize the velocity field of boundary-induced spiral drift
c z c z c z,2D 2D( ) ( ( ) ( ))= ^ . The red curves show themotion of the core center obtained by solving the equations x c z2D˙ ( )=  and

z c z2D˙ ( )= ^ . Trajectories of the spiral tip calculated by solving the corresponding BZmodel (1) are shown in blue.Model parameters
are the same as infigure 6.
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Based on the 2D simulations, we extend the kinematicalmodel for an unperturbed scroll ring (2) by
boundary induced drift fields:

R t R c z c R ad d , 32D 2D( ) ( ) ( )a= - + + ^

z t R c z c R bd d . 32D 2D( ) ( ) ( )b= + -^ 

Thefirst termon the right-hand side of equation (3a) describes the contraction of the unconfined scroll ring.
Functions c z2D ( ) and c z2D ( )^ denote the normal and tangential velocity components of the boundary-induced
drift of a 2D spiral wave interacting with a planar no-flux boundary discussed above. Velocity components
c R2D ( )^ and c R2D ( ) account for the self-interaction inside very small scroll rings. Note that the cross section of a
scroll ring is a spiral wave pair. Across its symmetry axis, a spiral pair solution fulfills theNeumann boundary
condition. Therefore to account for self-interactionwhen the rings are small, we take the already known
boundary induced drift field, but replace the distance zwith the filament radiusR. Theminus sign in front of
c R2D ( ) is due to the opposite axis orientation in relation to the spiral chirality.

Numerical solutions of the extended kinematicalmodel (red lines infigure 6) agree quantitatively with the
filament trajectories obtained from the 3D reaction–diffusion simulations. The dynamics of a free scroll ring
with life time R 20

2 ( )a results if the contribution due tofilament curvature is dominating over the boundary
effects. This is the case when thefilament radius is small, or if the distance between filament plane and no-flux
boundary leads to comparably small c z2D ( ) values, figures 4(a), 6(A) andfigure 5 (filled circles). For sufficiently
largefilament radii even expanding scroll rings are found in the simulation, as they have been observed in the BZ
experiment, figures 4(e), 6(E) and 5 (open squares). Below initial distances z z0 rep< the scroll ring is pushed by
the repellor (dashed line infigure 7(b)) towards the no-flux boundarywhere it is annihilated before complete
collapse. This scenario explains the experimentally observed ring collisionwith the boundary, figures 4(d), 6(B)
and 5 (open circles). For small initial ring radii within R 0.60 l< , we found that taking into account the
interaction between the spiral wave fronts forming the scroll ring improves the agreement between kinematical
and numerical results considerably. On the kinematical level, this effect is described by the terms c R2D ( ) and

c R2D ( )^ in (3a), as for self-interaction inside the ring the filament radiusR plays the role of the distance z. These
two terms are responsible for the drift of the ring along its symmetry axis; they becomenegligible small for larger
core radii.We emphasize that the transient ring dynamics in the drift velocityfield is crucial in understanding the
experimental findings, particularly at the distances near zrep.

From the numerical data obtainedwithin the extended kinematicalmodel (3), we have determined the
lifetime of confined scroll rings for different initial sizesR0 and distances z0 (figure 8). Obviously, there is a
pronounced lifetime enhancement in a range of distances close to zrep. Here, contracting scroll rings evolve with
a considerably increased lifetime, figures 4(c), 6(C), and 5 (filled triangles), including almost persistent ones that
contract at nearly vanishing rate, figures 4(d), 6(D) and 5 (filled squares). In the latter case, a large scroll ring
initially grows and simultaneously departs from the no-flux boundary. Thismovement in turnweakens the
interactionwith the boundary and finally causes the ring to contract.

Our results are in linewith numerical simulations on interactingmirror-image-like pairs of scroll rings
carried out by Bray andWikswo [40]whoobserved, for example, a lifetime enhancement of the bound states.
This is not surprising, as the interactionwithin pairs of scroll rings is for symmetry reasons equivalent to the

Figure 8. Lifetime of spatially confined scroll rings depending on their initial radiusR0 and initial distance z0 of theirfilament plane
from a confining no-flux boundary. There is amarked lifetime enhancement for small scroll rings formed at distances close to the
repellor of the velocity field of boundary-induced drift z 0.28rep siml= . Black dots are a guide for the eye.
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interaction of one single scroll ringwith a nearby planar no-flux boundary. For the same reason, the kinematic
model elaborated in our paper is applicable to interacting pairs of scroll rings, too.

5. Summary and conclusion

Taking the ferroin-catalyzed BZ reaction as a representative example, we demonstrate experimentally that
axisymmetric scroll rings confined to a thin layer display a rich variety of ring dynamics in excitablemediawith
positive filament tensionα. Besides thewell-known collapse of the free scroll ring of radiusR0 withinfinite time
R 20

2 a, scroll rings interactingwith a planar no-flux boundary exhibit lifetime enhancement up to at least a
factor 3. These long living scroll rings act as autonomous 3Dpacemakers that last over about four hours during
which they change their size by less than 3.5% (figure 4(d)).Moreover, despite of positive filament tensionwe
even found expanding scroll rings.

We have determined the evolution of the filament depending on the initial size of the ring and the distance
froma planar no-flux boundary by full 3Dnumerical integration of theAliev–Rovinsky reaction–diffusion
model for the ferroin-catalyzed BZ reaction. In these numerical simulationswith a single dominating no-flux
boundary, we reproduced all experimentally observed regimes of ring evolution.

We argue that the impact of spatial confinement on scroll ring evolution can be understoodwithin a
kinematic approach that combines the intrinsic dynamics of the unconfined scroll ringwith boundary-induced
drift of spiral waves forming the ring. To check this idea, we propose an extended kinematicalmodel for the
dynamics of the confined scroll ring that includes the distance dependent longitudinal and transversal
components of the drift velocity field. The quantitative agreement between our kinematicalmodel with the
simulations validates our hypothesis that the observed phenomena are explained by a superposition of the
intrinsic dynamics of the free scroll ring and boundary-induced spiral drift.

Recently, we observed stationary boundary-stabilized scroll rings in experiments with the photosensitive BZ
reaction [25] as predicted long ago byWinfree [45] for negative line tension. Also in this case, the experimental
findings are correctly described by the extended kinematicalmodel.

The understanding of possible confinement effects on the dynamics of scroll waves is essential for the correct
interpretation of experimental data obtained in thin excitablemedia of the BZ reaction, in cell cultures of cardiac
tissue, andmany others. Regarding cardiac arrhythmias, for example, it is expected that the dynamics of
transmural scroll waves [46, 47] in the comparatively thin atrial tissuewill be affected by the interactionwith the
tissue boundaries. Potentially, overlooked long living transient states can play an important role as quasi-
stationary pacemakers, especially when the layer thickness is comparable to the intrinsic wavelength of spiral
waves.
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